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Football Match report - 8/10/18
Lawrence Sheriff Played Avon Valley at
Hartfield on 8th October. LSS had a squad of
17 and Avon Valley had 10. The match started
with our strongest team on the pitch in a 4-3-3
formation with two wingers and a central defensive midfielder. The first goal was scored by
Nana owusu-kumi on the volley with a great
cross from Finn Conway on the outside of the
box. In quick succession another goal was
scored for us by Scott Hendry because of
Samraj winning the tackle and the ball from
the Avon valley midfielder and played a nice
pass to Scott’s feet where he turned on the
inside of the box and hit it bottom Corner. We
almost Scored again with a shot from Finn
Conway from the outside of the box forcing
the keeper into a good save. However the corner we had was cleared at the front post and
Avon Valley counter attacked us and made it 21. The ball was passed around the field brilliantly by Lawrence Sheriff and we were dominating Avon Valley. Within the final 10 minutes
of the first half 3 more goals were scored, Two
from LSS with the goal scorers being Joe
Wheelwright and Scott Hendry Once more.
Avon valley scored in the last minute of the
first half. Scott Hendry’s second goal came
about with a darting run across the pitch and a
through ball through two defenders by Joe
Wheelwright. The

fourth goal for sheriff Was a through ball from
Finn Conway that Joe Wheelwright got on the
end of and slid to reach the ball and place it
bottom corner. The defence from the back four
were very solid and were clearing the lines
quickly and feeding the ball up to the attackers.
Great challenges for the ball consisted from
Lewis Spence and Harry Waterhouse. The two
full backs were making runs up the line and
then tracking back to defend. Ben Edgar almost
created a great goal by taking the ball past one
of the midfielders and playing a pass down the
line but was just too hard and went out for a
goal kick. This pass occurred at the very end of
the half when we kicked off after conceding
Avon valleys second goal. The half time whistle
blew and it was a great performance from LSS.
No subs were brought on until the second half
when many changes were made to ensure other people had game time. In the second half 5
subs were made and we changed the formation
to a 4-4-2. We scored straight away with a hard
pass from Finn that the keeper spilled and Nana
tapped in on the left hand side of the goal. It
was a great start. Unfortunately for Lawrence
Sheriff 7 goals were scored in the second half
by Avon Valley as some of our players had to
leave meaning we had players playing in places
they had never before. Also LSS were becoming
very tired towards the end and Avon Valley
took full advantage, it was poor from the team
towards the end and unfortunate because of
such a fantastic first half performance from us.
The whistle blew at the end of the match and it
finished 9-5 to Avon Valley.
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